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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT
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ABSTRACT

An active segment of the research community designing small molecules (“minimalist mimics” 

of peptide fragments) to interfere with protein-protein interactions have based their studies on 

an implicit hypothesis.  Here we refer to this as the Secondary Structure Hypothesis, that 

might be defined as, “If a small molecule can orient amino acid side-chains in directions that 

resemble side-chains of the parent secondary structure at the interface, then that small 

molecule is a candidate to perturb the protein-protein interaction.”  Rigorous tests of this 

hypothesis require co-crystallization of minimalist mimics with protein receptors, and 

comparison of the bound conformations with the interface secondary structures they were 

designed to resemble.  Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is no such analysis 

in the literature, and it is unlikely that enough examples will emerge in the near future to test 

the hypothesis.  Research described here was designed to challenge this hypothesis from a 

different perspective.  In a previous study, preferred conformations of a series of novel 

minimalist mimics were simulated then systematically overlaid on >240,000 

crystallographically characterized protein-protein interfaces.1  Select data from that overlay 

procedure revealed chemotypes that overlay side chains on various PPI interfaces with a 

relatively high frequency of occurrence.  The first aim of this work was to determine if good 

secondary structure mimics overlay frequently on PPI interfaces.  The second aim of this work 

was to determine if overlays of preferred conformers at interface regions involve secondary 

structures.  Thus situations where these conformations overlaid extremely well on PPI 

interfaces were analyzed to determine if secondary structures featured the PPI regions where 

these molecules overlaid in the previous study.  Combining conclusions from these two studies 

enabled us to formulate a hypothesis that is complementary to the Secondary Structure 

Hypothesis, but, unlike this, is supported by abundant data.  We call this the Interface Mimicry 

Hypothesis.
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INTRODUCTION

Many protein-protein interfaces feature secondary structures.  The Secondary Structure 

Hypothesis is based on the supposition that if a small molecule can orient amino acid side-

chains in directions that resemble side-chains of the parent secondary structure at the 

interface, then that small molecule is a candidate to perturb the protein-protein interaction 

(PPI).  This hypothesis provides a logical approach to the design of small molecule probes and 

pharmaceutical leads involving PPIs, in an area where so few design criteria have been 

identified.   It also appears to be valuable because there are numerous examples where it has 

been used to design minimalist mimics (small molecules presenting amino acid side-chains)2, 3 

that do, in fact, disrupt PPIs (specific cases,4-9 reviews10-15).  However, this is circumstantial 

evidence in support of the hypothesis, and there are few ways to definitively prove it; one is via 

X-ray analysis of minimalist mimics co-crystallized with their protein receptors.  This would 

allow comparison of bound conformations with the secondary structure in protein ligand at the 

PPI interface.  This strategy would reveal if the molecule binds the intended receptor region, 

and if the small molecule also mimics the ligand secondary structure that it was designed to.   

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no analysis of this kind in the literature.  

Consequently, even though secondary structure mimicry is widely seen as a fast-track to 

molecules that disrupt specific PPIs, the value of secondary structure mimicry is assumed.  

We thought it would be valuable to use a combination of molecular dynamics calculations and 

data mining to probe the Secondary Structure Hypothesis in a different way.  To achieve this 

we used a combination of four computational approaches: EKO, EKOS, DSSP, and STRIDE. 

EKO (Exploring Key Orientations)3, 16 evaluates how preferred conformers of minimalist 

mimics align side-chains proteins at PPI interfaces.  This strategy simulates 

thermodynamically preferred conformations of the small molecules and compares them with 

interface regions of PPIs; it can be performed on a huge scale by mining crystallographic data 

from PDB.  If a small molecule cannot orient side chains in a similar way to the protein ligand, 

then it is unlikely to perturb the corresponding PPI by putting side chains in those orientations.  
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EKOS (Exploring Key Orientations on Secondary structures) is similar to EKO, except it 

compares preferred small molecule conformations with ideal secondary structures.  If, for 

instance, there is not a preferred conformation of a small molecule that can present amino 

acids side chains in the same way as a targeted secondary structure, it cannot be an effective 

minimalist mimic of that structure.  Both EKO and EKOS facilitate ways of screening out 

minimalist mimics that cannot be useful, and sometimes, when a good fit is found, they hint at 

ones that can.  EKO does not rely on the Secondary Structure Hypothesis since it matches 

conformations of the molecules on PPI interfaces without regard to secondary structure.  

Conversely, EKOS only considers fit on secondary structures, but does not explore fits at PPI 

interfaces.

In the study described here, EKOS data was used to determine if preferred conformers of 

minimalist mimics overlay on all common secondary structures.  These data are then 

compared with EKO processing of the same preferred conformers systematically overlaid on 

>240,000 PPI interfaces, as reported previously by us.1  Here we required an algorithm to 

determine if the PPI overlay regions featured a secondary structure.  This would facilitate 

determination of whether or not good mimics of ideal secondary structures actually tend to 

adopt those conformations at PPI interfaces; if not, perhaps the Secondary Structure 

Hypothesis should be modified or expanded for use as a predictive tool.

A program called Dictionary of Secondary Structures of Proteins (DSSP) was used to evaluate 

if the side-chains where preferred conformers matched PPI interfaces (from EKO) feature a 

secondary structure.  DSSP identifies secondary structure motifs based on hydrogen-bonding 

patterns.17, 18  To verify DSSP data, another program, STRIDE, was also used.  Like DSSP, 

STRIDE evaluates protein residues in terms H-bonding patterns, but it also uses dihedral-

angle parameters.19, 20

For EKOS, we considered the following nine ideal secondary structures: α-, π- and 310-helices; 

strand-turn-strands; regular and inverse γ-turns; β-strands; and, parallel and anti-parallel β-

sheets.  DSSP and STRIDE categorize parts of proteins into the following six types: α-, π- and 
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310-helices; strands, sheets, turns or bends, and those that do not have any recognizable 

secondary structures (which we refer to as “segments” later on for simplicity).  Figure 1 shows 

typical data from combining EKO, DSSP and STRIDE.  Here preferred conformations of a 

minimalist mimic overlaid on a protein ligand at an interface (as determined using EKO), and  

DSSP plus STRIDE were used to ascertain if this overlay region contains a secondary 

structure.  

Throughout our analyses, a mimic that overlays only two of its three side-chain residues on an 

interface secondary structure was regarded as one that does not closely resemble it.  Figure 1 

features helical regions, but illustrates analyses is for any common secondary structure.  

Figure 1a shows an overlay on a near-ideal α-helical region, and both DSSP and STRIDE 

recognize that all three residues place side chains on that helix (HHH).  In general, if the two 

programs are in agreement then this unambiguously identifies the overlay region as containing 

that secondary structure.  If neither DSSP nor STRIDE recognize a secondary structure in the 

overlay region, then it was understood that segment unambiguously does not feature a 

secondary structure (eg Figure 1d).  In Figures 1b and c, DSSP calls the overlay unstructured 

(a segment) while STRIDE assigns “helix”.  After analyzing many overlays, we concluded that 

if DSSP and STRIDE are not in agreement, the assignment is truly borderline.  Figures 2b and 

c were included to illustrate such cases where DSSP and STRIDE do not agree.  Comparison 

of DSSP and STRIDE data throughout this text tends to indicate STRIDE tolerates more 

deviation from ideal than DSSP, ie DSSP tends to uphold higher standards before “calling” a 

secondary structure.  However, the difference in DSSP and STRIDE outputs is not significant 

enough to affect the overall conclusions. 
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Figure 1.  Illustrative DSSP and STRIDE secondary structure assignments at protein 
interfaces where mimics overlay.  a  A mimic conformer overlays on a near-ideal α-helical 
fragment at a PPI interface; both DSSP and STRIDE recognize that region as helical (H).  b  A 
conformer is overlaid on an extended region between two helical segments that is hard to 
characterize; DSSP interprets the overlaid region as turn, turn, and helical (TTH), STRIDE 
calls them as uniformly helical (HHH), and visually we concluded that this overlay was 
ambiguous.  c  It is unclear whether the extended, twisted region shown is helical in this case, 
DSSP bins that as a segment, while STRIDE calls it as a helix.  d A mimic overlaid on an 
extremely distorted region between two helical fragments, both DSSP and STRIDE bin this 
overlay as a segment, and we agree that the overlay is not on secondary structure.  

In a previous study we conceived eight new chemotypes that have not been reported 

previously, and compared their preferred conformations with >240,000 interfaces.1  Four of 

these, 1 – 4, overlaid much more frequently at interfaces than the others (not shown).  

Preferred conformers of 1 – 4 also overlaid on PPI interfaces more frequently Arora’s 

oxopiperazine chemotype A21 (included as a reference).   In actuality, the fit of these preferred 

conformers followed the trend 1 >> 2 > 3 > 4 > A, where 1 was a far better interface mimic 

than the others.  Thus the first specific aim of the work was to determine if good secondary 

structure mimics overlay frequently on PPI interfaces.  The second specific aim was to analyze 

superior interface overlays from EKO1 for the presence of secondary structures (as 

determined by DSSP and STRIDE).  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Peptidomimetic A

EKOS analyses of the trimethyl-substituted chemotype LLL-Aaaa (“aaa” denotes three methyl 

side chains analogous to AlaAlaAla; the aaa nomenclature is often omitted in this paper for 

simplicity) indicates it tends to overlay select common secondary structures better than the 

most effective minimalist mimics as of 2014.3  Consequently, chemotype A is a useful 

benchmark for good interface mimic design.

Data from an EKOS analysis featuring all the isomers of Aaaa were obtained in the current 

study, whereas the original report21 only featured the LLL-isomer.  Figure 2a shows how each 

of the eight possible stereoisomers (grouped on the x-axis) overlay on the ideal secondary 

structures, and 2b arranges the best matching conformers in descending RMSD of the 

overlays irrespective of stereochemistry.  The best overlay identified was for LDD-A on a 

parallel β-sheet (RMSD 0.21 Å).  Figure 2c illustrates that best fit; the orientations of the side-

chains in the ideal parallel β-sheet and the simulated conformer are indeed very close.  
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dc

Figure 2. RMSD (Å) of the overlays of mimics A on each of the ideal secondary structures, 
organized by stereochemistry (a) or by decreasing RMSD (b).  Overlay of preferred 
conformers of LDD-A (silver) on a parallel β-sheet (gold), RMSD 0.21 Å (c); and, of LLL-A on 
a π-helix (also gold), RMSD 0.36 Å (d).  Statistical distribution of secondary structures at PPI 
interfaces derived by DSSP and STRIDE calculations; (e) the best 312 overlays of LLL-A (all 
RMSDs < 0.25 Å); and, (f) 320 overlays of LDD-A (RMSD < 0.25 Å). Note that calculations do 
not differentiate strand-turn-strand, parallel- and antiparallel-sheets.
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Figure 2a reveals LLL-A is a good mimic for helices, and LDD-A is better at mimicking 

extended structures.  Consequently, it seemed likely that LLL-A would overlay more frequently 

on helices at PPI interfaces in the PDB, and LDD-A would overlay well more frequently on 

strands and sheets.  To check if this is true, we selected the best overlays for each 

stereoisomer (RMSD <0.25 Å based the three side-chains) from our previous EKO analysis on 

>240,000 PPI interfaces.1  This approach generated 312 and 320 PPI interface matches for 

LLL- and LDD-isomer, respectively.  Each match was then analyzed using the DSSP and 

STRIDE programs.  To our surprise, only a small portion of these matches was on regions with 

clear secondary structures at all (Figure 2e and f).  DSSP and STRIDE analyses indicate most 

(>73 %) of the matches were on segments (Figure 2f).  Consistent with the Secondary 

Structure Hypothesis, LLL-A does in fact overlay more frequently on helices than LDD-A (2.2 

and 0.3% of the overlays, as determined by DSSP), while LDD-A more frequently matches well 

on sheets and strands (14.7 and 0 %), but this only accounts for small fractions of the best 

overlays in each case.
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Interface Mimics 1 – 4

Using exactly the same strategy as above, preferred conformers of mimic 1 were 

systematically overlaid on ideal secondary structures using EKOS.  Figure 3b replots the data 

in Figure 3a, but from highest to lowest RMSD, irrespective of secondary structure. This 

presentation reveals 1 is a superior mimic compared with A.  Chemotype A (Figure 2b; note 

the expansion of the y-axis showing RMSD, is different) only overlays well on antiparallel, 

parallel β-sheets, and strand-turn-strand secondary structures with RMSD <0.35 Å.  

Chemotype 1 is therefore an outstanding of ideal secondary structures.  Our previous work 

showed structure 1 gave significantly more matches on PPI interfaces than A (over 180,000 

matches for 1 compared to ~3,000 for A).  These two sets of data combined show that good 

matches on secondary structures implies good overlays on PPI interfaces, just as observed for 

A.  Most of the preferred conformers of LLL- and LDL-1 that matched on PPI interfaces (75 and 

56 %, respectively) did so on interface regions that did not on ideal secondary structures 

(Figure 3g-h). 

Chemotypes 2, 3, and 4 were analyzed using exactly the same strategy as outlined above for 

1 and A.  Data for these experiments are shown in the Supporting Information.  The high-level 

trend from this data is clear: 2, 3, and 4 (in that order) are fine secondary structure mimics, are 

all better than A, and not all are many times inferior to 1.  This is exactly the same trend 

observed in our previous work on overlaying their preferred conformations on >240,000 PPI 

interfaces.  Analysis of DSSP/STRIDE data also revealed similar trend found with 1 and A, 

where the majority of matches by 2, 3, and 4 were on “segments”, despite they were fine 

secondary structure mimics.
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Figure 3.  a Overlay data for the best matching accessible conformer of mimics 1 on each of 
the ideal secondary structures; b data in a replotted in descending RMSD (left to right) 
irrespective of stereochemistry.  c – f Optimal overlays for low energy conformers of 
chemotype 1 (silver) on 310-helix (c), β-strand (d), α-helix (e), and strand-turn-strand (f; all in 
gold). The fit is perceptibly superior for d and f, but it is still close in c and e.  Statistical 
distribution of secondary structures at PPI interfaces derived by DSSP and STRIDE 
calculations; (g) the best 268 overlays of LLL-1 (all RMSDs < 0.15 Å); and, (h) 1008 overlays 
of LDL-1 (< 0.10 Å RMSD).
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CONCLUSIONS

The first aim of this work was to determine if secondary structure mimicry is a good predictor 

of interface mimicry, ie if good secondary structure mimics overlay frequently on PPI 

interfaces.  Data in Figures 2, 3 and S1–S3, reveal that the relative potential of chemotypes A, 

1, 2, 3 and 4 for secondary structure mimicry corresponds exactly to their tendency for 

interface mimicry as determined in our previous study (ie 1 >> 2 > 3 > 4 > A).1  Thus, besides 

being found frequently at PPI interfaces, chemotypes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are superior minimalist 

mimics of secondary structures, and 1 is truly exceptional again.  Thus, to address the first aim 

of this work, good secondary structure mimics do, in fact, overlay frequently on PPI interfaces.  

The second aim of this work was to determine if overlays of preferred conformers at interface 

regions involve secondary structures. In the event, overlays on unstructured segments 

predominated for every stereoisomer of each chemotype examined, without exception; in fact, 

there were only a few instances for which a bias towards any secondary structure represents 

over 30 % of the top hits.  Thus, the conclusion for this aim is that particular preferred 

conformers of the minimalist mimics that overlay well on PPI interfaces do not tend to do so on 

secondary structure interface motifs; instead they overlaid far more frequently on interface 

regions that do not comprise a secondary structure.

Combination of the two conclusions described above indicates an interesting area for future 

research.  For several decades, minimalist mimics have been evaluated for their potential to 

disrupt PPIs based on their tendency to be α-helical, β-turn, or sheet mimics, etc. (for 

reviews11, 14, 22-32).  The implicit assumption is that if the corresponding secondary structure is 

found at a PPI interface, researchers would prioritize synthesis and testing of the 

corresponding minimalist mimic.  However, as we already noted, there is little data on 

minimalist mimics co-crystallized with the protein receptors they were designed to bind to, and 

none where the bound conformations have been compared with the interface secondary 
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structures the compound was designed to resemble.  A researcher may design a mimic of a 

secondary structure at a PPI interface, and observe experimentally that it does bind that 

protein receptor, but would still not know the bound conformation.  However, it could be that 

the compound has affinity because it is a better mimic of protein segments in general, and 

may not necessarily adopt a bound conformation that resembles the targeted secondary 

structure. 

To the best of our knowledge the Secondary Structure Hypothesis has been described but no 

one has attempted to rigorously define it.  In the introduction of this paper we defined it in the 

following way:

Secondary Structure Hypothesis: if a small molecule can orient amino acids side-chains in directions that resemble those of the parent secondary 
structure at the interface, then that small molecule is a candidate to perturb the protein-protein interaction.

This paper does not confirm or refute this hypothesis, but it does lead us to a complementary 

one that is strongly supported by the huge amount of data processed in this study:

Interface Mimicry Hypothesis: small molecules that can orient amino acid side chains in directions that resemble secondary structures in general 
tend to be good interface mimics because they generally represent shapes of protein regions well.

Up until now, users of The Secondary Structure Hypothesis would have been constrained by 

the idea that it was only useful for PPIs that feature a secondary structure at the interface.  The 

Interface Mimicry Hypothesis teaches minimalist mimics having preferred conformations that 

resemble secondary structures well, also tend to be good interface mimics even at interfaces 

that do not feature a secondary structure.  Thus the Interface Mimicry Hypothesis predicts 

minimalist mimics that resemble secondary structures well also frequently adopt conformations 

that overlay on interface regions with no secondary structure.  Said differently, good secondary 

structure mimics are most valuable simply because they are good peptide mimics in general.
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The conclusion formulated above is the most important one to emerge from this work, but the 

data shows many other interesting trends that were not discussed above, because to do so 

would detract from reaching that conclusion.  Some highlights from that data are outlined here.

Chemotype 1 is an especially good mimic of extended conformations {Figure 3b where the 

following color scheme is used: strand-turn-strand (light blue), β-strand (navy blue), parallel 

and antiparallel β-sheets (light and dark violet)}, cf blue and violet bars are concentrated at the 

low RMSD end of the chart.  Overlays of preferred conformers of 1 on more twisted helical 

structures (red, orange, yellow bars) occur at higher RMSDs.  However, stereoisomers of 

chemotype 1 can be found to overlay on any of the ideal secondary structures with RMSD < 

0.35 Å.  The LLL-isomer of 1 proved to be a better α- and 310-helical mimic than any of the 

other chemotypes 2 – 4 and A, but it also tended to overlay even better on other secondary 

structures.  Chemotype LDL-1 is interesting insofar as it does match on sheet-type structures 

with a 38 % frequency, consistent with EKOS data which showed 1 is a superior strand/sheet 

mimic.  Several DSSP and STRIDE analyses were performed for this study, but the data in 

Figure 3h is notable because it shows the highest bias among all the chemotypes towards any 

secondary structure relative to “segments”.

Neither 2 nor 3 showed an significant bias towards overlays on helical structures, even though 

their shapes are chiral and non-planar.  However, chemotype 4, which contains two planar and 

aromatic heterocycles, showed most bias towards helicity. Like most minimalist mimics,33, 34 4 

populates conformers that resemble several secondary structures and some of these are not 

helical but extended.  

Overall, structure A tends to overlay better on extended structures than the helical ones.3  For 

any helical structure, the best overlay was for LLL-A on the i, i + 1, i + 3 side-chains of a π-

helix (0.36 Å RMSD; Figure 2d). The dotted red boxes in these graphics highlight how the 

chemotype side-chains align with those on the secondary structures.  This tendency of 
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different stereoisomers to favor different secondary structures, in fact, applies to all other 

chemotypes in the rest of the study as well.

It is easy to assume helical minimalist mimics are easy to design because so many papers 

claim to do this.  On the contrary, our findings indicate it is difficult to design minimalist mimics 

that overlay on helical secondary structures in preference to all others: true helical minimalist 

mimics are harder to conceive than similar sheet-mimics.  Overlays on sheets can occur along 

one strand, or on two residues in one strand and another in the second strand. A mimic that 

spans across the sheet may do so perpendicular to the two strands, or diagonally. For strand-

turn-strand, an overlaying mimic might interact with one part on the turn-region, hence there is 

broad latitude in sheet mimicry.  Conversely, to mimic helical structures a compound must 

prefer conformations that are twisted with the targeted screw sense; this is simply harder to 

arrange.

Analyses of the type featured in this work are as reliable as the computational methods 

involved.  In our opinion, the main limitation of QMD occurs in cases where not enough 

conformational space was sampled (leading to the possibility that some matches might be 

missed).  However, over a large number of simulations, and involving closely related 

stereomers, the overall conclusions relating to the Interface Mimicry Hypothesis are not likely 

to change due to missed hits.  The more detailed conclusions outlined above may have to be 

adjusted, but we do not anticipate a large variation at this stage.

Ultimately, the Interface Mimicry Hypothesis outlined here may be tested.  This will probably 

occur when hits from libraries of secondary structure mimics are co-crystallized with their 

targets.
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